In the grave

2 women
2 Cows
15 Horses
6 Dogs
1 Ship
Oars
Rope
Rigging equipment
Remnants of sails
1 Hand bailer
1 Anchor
1 Cart
3 Ornate sleighs
1 Work sleigh
2 Tents
1 Framework for a ‘booth’, with walls of textile
3 Long combs
7 Glass beads, 4 with gold inlay
2 Pairs of shoes
1 Small leather pouch containing cannabis
Several dresses and other garments
Feather mattress
Bedlinen
2 Pieces of flint
5 Animal head posts
4 Rattles
1 Piece of wood, arrow-shaped, approx. 40 cm long
1 Round pole with a runic inscription, approx. 2.40 m long
1 leather band, knotted like a tie
1 Burial chamber
1 Approx. 1 m long wooden pipe
1 Chair
6 Beds
1 Stool
2 Oil-burning lamps
1 Bast mat
3 Large chests
Several smaller chests, boxes and round wooden containers with a lid, used mainly for storing food
3 Large barrels
1 Woven basket
1 Wooden bucket with brass fittings
1 Wooden bucket with a Buddha figure
1 Small staved bucket made of yew wood
3 Iron pots
1 Pot stand
Several stirring sticks and wooden spoons
5 Ladles
1 Frying pan
1 Approx. 2 m long trough
1 Earthenware basin
3 Small troughs
7 Wooden bowls
4 Wooden platters
10 Ordinary buckets (one containing blueberries)
2 Work axes
3 Knives
1 quern-stone
Bread dough
Plums
Apples
Blueberries
Various woollen, linen and silk textiles
1 Large tapestry
5 Different weaving looms
1 Tablet weaving loom
1 Manual spindle and distaff
Various small tools for spinning and textile work
1 Device for winding wool
2 Yarn reels
2 Linen smoothers
1 Smoothing iron
3 Wooden needles
1 Pair of iron scissors
2 Washing paddles
1 Round wooden container with a lid, used mainly for storing food
5 balls of wool
1 Weaving reed
Piece of wax
3 Small wooden bowls
1 Small quartz stone
3 Pyrite crystals
2 Slate whetstones
1 Knife handle
1 Bone comb
1 Round wooden container with a lid, used mainly for storing food
1 Small wooden bowl
18 Spades (Probably belonged to the grave robbers)
1 Dung fork
3 Grub hoes
2 Whetstones
2 Awls
3-5 caskets
5 wooden pins used to drape things
1 Horsewhip
1 Saddle
Various kinds of harness fittings
5 winter horse shoes of iron
Several small wooden pegs for tethering horses
Several dog chains of iron
Mounts for several dog collars